
www.sugarplumtents.com

301-620-4340
4959 New Design Rd #101

Frederick, Maryland

Basic Package:
30' x 50' White Structure Tent, 10’

Lighting package on dimmers

(perimeter & colorwash uplighting)

Clear sidewall (pulled back in nice weather)

Delivery/Installation/Removal

Total $5,000.00

2024 Pricing

expires 12/31/2024

Woodrow Wilson House

Optional Equipment:

**Winter events may require additional equipment, inquire

9’ x 7’ connecting marquee w/sides &  lights,  $450.00 (from solarium into 20x40 tent)

Sidepole fans, $75.00 each; Pedestal Fans, $95.00 each

Large heater w/propane, ducts, thermostat @ $550.00 each

(Additional propane tanks @ $300.00 each)

Air Conditioning, inquire

On site Attendant required with use of heaters or A/C

On Site Attendant(s), $500.00 per 4-hr event

(Additional hours billed @ $75.00/hr per person)

Custom leg drapes in 30x50 tent, $1,000.00/ in 20x40 tent, $875.00

Upgrade to cafe bistro lighting (Zig-Zag) in 30x50 tent, $600.00 / in 20x40 tent, $450.00 (replaces lighting package)

Starlight twinkle effect in 30x50 tent, $1,500.00 / in 20x40 tent, $800.00 (replaces lighting package)

Stage Platforms, Dance Floors all sizes, inquire.

Chandeliers, Hanging lanterns, paper lanterns, LED uplighting and other specialty lighting available, inquire.
 All prices listed are subject to sales tax

Lower Lawn
Clear Package:

Clear Structure Tent, 10’

plus Includes all equipment at left

Total $5,900.00

Cafe Bistro Lighting on Poles:
300’ cafe bistro lights on (8) poles

over 30x50 lower lawn area (without tent)

Delivery/Installation/Removal

Total $3,200.00

Upper Lawn

Basic Package:
20' x 40' White Structure Tent, 10’

Lighting package on dimmers

(perimeter & colorwash uplighting)

Clear sidewall (pulled back in nice weather)

Total $3,500.00*

Clear Package:
Clear Structure Tent, 10’

plus Includes all equipment at left

Total $4,100.00*

Cafe Bistro Lighting on Poles:
150’ cafe bistro lights on (6) poles

over 20x40 upper lawn area (without tent)

Total $2,150.00*

*If these packages are booked without a lower lawn package, a $550 deliver/installation/removal fee will be added


